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Palgrave studies in Science, Knowledge and Policy 2016

the consequences of the rise of emerging powers like china and india is becoming the most important topic of debate in international studies this book focuses on the impact of these
changes on the way we study international politics if international politics is changing should we also change international studies

Palgrave studies in the history of the media 19??

series isbn

Palgrave Studies in the History of Science and Technology 2010

half of humanity lives in towns and cities and that proportion is expected to increase in the coming decades society both western and non western is fast becoming urban and mega
urban as existing cities and a growing number of smaller towns are set on a path of demographic and spatial expansion given the disciplinary commitment to an empirically based
analysis anthropology has a unique contribution to make to our understanding of our evolving urban world it is in such a belief that we have established the palgrave studies in
urban anthropology series in the awareness of the unique contribution that ethnography offers for a better theoretical and practical grasp of our rapidly changing and increasingly
complex cities the series will seek high quality contributions from anthropologists and other social scientists such as geographers political scientists sociologists and others
engaged in empirical research in diverse ethnographic settings proposed topics should set the agenda concerning new debates and chart new theoretical directions encouraging
reflection on the significance of the anthropological paradigm in urban research and its centrality to mainstream academic debates and to society more broadly the series aims to
promote critical scholarship in international anthropology volumes published in the series should address theoretical and methodological issues showing the relevance of
ethnographic research in understanding the socio cultural demographic economic and geo political changes of contemporary society

Palgrave Studies in Pacific History 2014

this book demonstrates how oral history can provide a valuable way of understanding locality which is important in light of major issues facing the world today including global
environmental concerns

Palgrave studies in global higher education 19??

this handbook brings together an international cast of experts to explore the social nature and context of creativity studies focusing on methodology as a key component in
advancing the social study of creativity two decades on from the pioneering work of alfonso montuori and ronald e purser the authors present a timely appraisal of past and
present work in social creativity studies and look ahead to future developments within this field the authors collectively offer a rigorous examination of the methodological and
empirical issues and techniques involved in studying social creativity they examine the phenomenon as a form of communication and interaction within collaborative relationships
contending that creativity happens not within a vacuum but instead from a nexus of personal social and contextual influences this comprehensive work is organized in three parts
focusing first on the various methodological approaches applicable to the social in creativity studies it secondly turns to empirical findings and approaches relating to the social
nature of creativity in the book s final part the authors offer reflections on the state of social research into creativity pinpointing areas requiring further methodological scrutiny
and empirical verification and areas that may inspire further theoretical or applied work combining classic ideas with cutting edge emerging methods this work provides a vital
methodological toolbox for investigators within social creativity
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Palgrave Studies in Economic History 2016

this book examines whether we are moving towards an integrated regional system of legal provision for minorities it illustrates the tension between newer member states many of
which have an interest in seeing minority issues addressed and established members which remain hesitant in committing themselves fully to a minority rights regime

Palgrave Studies in Language at War 20??

this handbook is an in depth appraisal of the field of minority languages and communities today it presents a wide ranging coherent picture of the main topics with key contributions
from international specialists in sociolinguistics policy studies sociology anthropology and law individual chapters are grouped together in themes covering regional non territorial
and migratory language settings across the world it is the essential reference work for specialist researchers scholars in ancillary disciplines research and coursework students
public agencies and anyone interested in language diversity multilingualism and migration

Palgrave studies in political psychology 19??

this book explores the multiple ways in which doctoral programs are traversed by students supervisors and administrators rather than proposing a single homogeneous approach as
the most effective form of doctoral education the editors and contributors focus on the diversity of global approaches to the doctorate including doctoral experiences from
australia finland chile new zealand and spain the doctorate emerges from this analysis as a highly complex heterogeneous and situated phenomenon that resists easy solutions
strategies that are successful in traversing the doctorate are found to be grounded in contexts that cannot necessarily be generalised to other situations in doing so the authors
emphasise the importance of presenting a diverse array of experiences and stories the separate and shared perspectives of doctoral students supervisors and administrations are
mapped and analysed in ways that bring their voices compellingly to life this book will be of interest and value to students and scholars of the doctoral journey as well as of
international and comparative education

Palgrave Studies in International Relations Series 2009

this handbook explores the concept of harm in criminological scholarship and lays the foundation for a future zemiological agenda social harm as a theoretical construct has
become established as an alternative broader lens through which to understand the causation and alleviation of widespread harm in society thus moving beyond criminology and
state definitions of crime and extending the range of criminological research applying zemiological concepts this book comprehensively explores topics including violence moral
indifference workplace injury corporate and state harms animal rights migration gender poverty security and victimisation this definitive work covers theory research scholarship and
future visions across four sections and includes contributions from areas such as criminology sociology socio legal and cultural studies social policy and international relations
it offers readers up to date original theoretical perspectives and an analysis of a broad range of issues from a social harm perspective

Palgrave Studies in Oral History 2006*

the palgrave handbook of animals and literature provides the first comprehensive guide to current research in literary animal studies mirroring the institutional structural identity
of literary studies more generally the volume is organized roughly chronologically from old english middle ages renaissance enlightenment romantic victorian fin de siecle and modern
periods to the present

Palgrave studies in the history of genocide 2018

this book explores the contradictions of biography it charts shifting approaches to the writing and reading of biographies from post hagiographical attitudes of the enlightenment
heroic biographies of romanticism and irreverent modernist portraits through to contemporary experiments in politically committed and hybrid forms of life writing the book shows
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how biographical texts in fact destabilise the models of historical visibility cultural prominence and narrative coherence that the genre itself seems to uphold addressing the fraught
relationships between genre and gender private and public image and text life and narrative that play out in the modern biographical tradition metabiography suggests new possibilities
for reading writing and thinking about this enduringly popular genre

Palgrave Studies in Language Variation 2015

assertion is a term frequently used in linguistics and philosophy but rarely defined this in depth study surveys and synthesizes a range of philosophical linguistic and psychological
literature on the topic and then presents a detailed account of the cognitive processes involved in the interpretation of assertions

Palgrave studies in translating and interpreting 2016

Palgrave studies in practice: global fashion brand management 2013

Palgrave studies in screenwriting 201?

Palgrave Studies in Modern Monarchy 2016

Palgrave Studies in Animals and Literature 2014

Palgrave Studies in the History of Finance 19??

Palgrave studies in the Enlightenment, romanticism and cultures of print 2018

Palgrave Studies in Risk and Insurance 2014

Palgrave studies in media and environmental communication 2017-07-15
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Palgrave Studies in Environmental Policy and Regulation 2016

Palgrave studies in political marketing and management 2014

Palgrave studies in impact finance 2011-07-12

A Whole New World 2015-01-01

Palgrave Studies In Play, Performance, Learning, and Development 201?

Palgrave Studies in Urban Anthropology 2017

Palgrave studies in Latin American heterodox economics 2015

Palgrave Studies in Comics and Graphic Novels 2011-11-07

Palgrave studies in agricultural economics and food policy 2018-10-30

Place, Writing, and Voice in Oral History 2008-09-30

The Palgrave Handbook of Social Creativity Research 2019-01-22

The Protection of Minorities in the Wider Europe 2019-10-02
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The Palgrave Handbook of Minority Languages and Communities 2021-09-09

Traversing the Doctorate 2021

Palgrave Macmillan studies in banking and financial institutions 2020-03-09

The Palgrave Handbook of Social Harm 2010-07-30

The Palgrave Handbook of Animals and Literature

Metabiography

Assertion
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